
 
 
 
 
 

2020 BATTLEWIN PREMIER LEAGUE 
ROUND 3 – 19th JULY 

By Jess Zavolokin 

 
FIRST GRADE SCORES 

 
Killarney District Soccer Club 3 Southern & Ettalong United  2 

East Gosford Rams 2 Woongarrah Wildcats 4 

Umina United 1 The Entrance Bateau Bay FC 0 

Woy Woy FC  0 Avoca FC 0 

Kanwal Warnervale Rovers 1 Terrigal United 1 
Berkeley Vale FC 0 Wyoming FC 1 

 
Killarney District Soccer Club v Southern & Ettalong United: 3-2 
Killarney started the game with a bang, scoring in the first minute and setting the scene for 
what was to be a highly energetic match. Despite the rocky start for the away side, SEUFC’s 
efforts did not go unnoticed as they fought hard to create many scoring opportunities only 
to have their efforts just miss the mark. Killarney snuck in another goal just before the first 
half drew to a close, showing their ability to bounce back with bite after their loss last week 
to Terrigal United.  
 
SEUFC’s James Lepre was able to score twice in the second half after a series of great leads, 
bringing both teams neck-and-neck. The latter minutes of the game showed a tiring SEUFC 
team let the winning goal from Killarney past them after what was an impressive run from 
the clever squad.  
 
East Gosford Rams v Woongarrah Wildcats: 2-4 
The Rams welcomed the Wildcats over the weekend for a tight match on slippery terrain, 
seeing Woongarrah dominate the home side and bag the win. Woongarrah created some 
opportunities early on in the match that were hitting wide as they attempted to get closer 
to the target. Wildcat Kane Woolston’s shot from the penalty area was able to meet the net 
and set the trajectory for the rest of the game. Woolston would then score again from a free 
kick outside the 18-yard box only five minutes later taking the away team into halftime on a 
2-0 lead.  
 
The second half hosted some disjointed play aided by undesirable field conditions, but that 
did not stop the scoring to continue with Woongarrah netting a goal midway through the 
half while East Gosford retaliated with a stunning shot from the penalty zone to take away 
Woongarrah’s clean sheet. After a series of smooth and accurate passes, Woolston went on 
to score a hattrick for his team, taking them to 4-1. East Gosford did not go down without a 
fight, however, scoring once more against the mighty side with only seconds to go.  
 



Umina United v The Entrance Bateau Bay FC: 1-0 
Umina showed that they mean business over the weekend, beating the fierce side in The 
Entrance just after their glorious win over Woongarrah in round two. The Entrance had 
ample opportunity to score in the first half only to meet the resistance of Umina’s 
goalkeeper on several occasions and narrowly miss target throughout the first half. Umina 
were able to execute a lead from a corner that saw them score from 18-yards and tip the 
game in their favour.  
 
The second half was characterised by a series of shortcomings after adequate scoring 
opportunities from both squads. The Entrance made numerous attempts to equalise but 
were not rewarded in the end as Umina played with an obvious edge through to latter 
stages of the game, helping them to eagerly defend their clean sheet and secure a deserved 
result.   
 
Woy Woy FC v Avoca FC: 0-0 
This week’s match of the round did not disappoint with both teams clearly enthusiastic for 
the win. Woy Woy have once again shown that they are worthy competition in the 
Battlewin Premier League with their staunch defence disallowing Avoca FC to push a goal 
past them as proof. Woy Woy were hit with a red card in the first half of the match, 
meaning they would have to play the rest of the game with ten men and their ability to 
maintain a level result would be no easy feat.  
 
The second half entertained a series of impressive saves, quick passages and near-goals. 
Both teams created multiple chances, however, the execution from each side required 
greater precision to be on target. Both teams grew tired as the end was approaching, 
indicating that Woy Woy and Avoca need to carry their intensity through to the end of the 
game if they want to jump up the league ranks.  
 
Kanwal Warnervale Rovers v Terrigal United: 1-1 
The Rovers were eager to be back on the pitch after their washed-out game against Umina 
last weekend, while Terrigal were aiming to hold on to their winners status heading into 
round three of the competition after a stellar win over Killarney. The first 30 minutes of 
what was a very tight contest saw Terrigal struggle to create any clear chances until quick-
footed Zach Allen ran home a goal after creating space in the penalty area. Kanwal clapped 
back ten minutes later after a push from a Terrigal player granted the Rovers a penalty that 
was converted into a goal. The rest of the first half was not without commotion as two 
Kanwal players were red carded after raised elbows to their opposition, jeopardising their 
chances for the rest of the game.  
 
In the second half, Terrigal were able to persist in focusing their efforts forward and making 
themselves comfortable in their opposition’s half. However, their scoring attempts were 
denied by Kanwal’s robust defence who were not allowing any goals from the Terrigal squad 
to touch their net.  
 
Berkeley Vale FC v Wyoming FC: 0-1 
Wyoming travelled to Mingara Oval to take home a narrow win against Berkeley Vale FC on 
their home territory. It was a mostly balanced and tough battle for both teams who were 



well-spaced and at the ready. The first half of the match saw Wyoming dominate on a few 
noticeable occasions with a better and more accurate nature of play, quickly earning them a 
penalty which turned into a beautiful goal by captain, Matt Hall.  
 
The second half saw Berkeley Vale attempt to take back command of the game and present 
as a stronger and more persistent side - appearing as though to win the half - while 
Wyoming were able to maintain sturdy defence and deny attacks from their opposition. 
Two outstanding saves from Wyoming goalkeeper, Thomas Coventry, safeguarded the team 
from letting go of their concession-free win in the final minutes of the match.  
 


